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 . . The painter tells Thierry a mysterious secret about his father that Thierry does not know he knows. Gambling, drugs, and impotence pull Thierry's life into a tailspin and Johnny is on the verge of telling him the secret he has been protecting for twenty-two years. Music The soundtrack of Louie & Son is performed by the band Eisley, who would later be known as Eisley. Eisley released their first full-length album, Fading Shadows, on October 15, 2008.
References External links Official website of the film Official website of the band Eisley Official website of the film's composer J. Ralph Category:2005 films Category:2000s comedy-drama films Category:American films Category:American comedy-drama films Category:American independent films Category:American black comedy films Category:English-language films Category:Films directed by Henry Alex Rubin Category:Films shot in New Orleans
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Have you ever thought about watching every movie that Nicholas Fiber has ever put up with. Anyway, today we are watching Zandalee (1991)! Definitely the roughest so. So let's talk about some things from this movie led by: 1) Merge, 2) Slow motion, 3) A separate story. 1) Merge This is the simplest part where nothing happens. The film is about two people who decide they are going to get married and start taking care pills to help them deal with their
hormones. Once they are ready, they end up having to make their wedding.2) Slow motion It's just another movie fffad4f19a
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